
 

 

  
Abstract—Applying the Automatic Fingerprint Classification 

technology, the search of a fingerprint can be restricted to a limited 
scope while performing fingerprint identification, so that the retrieval 
effectiveness of the whole system can be improved greatly. 
Singularities are the most important and reliable features in 
classification. This paper describes an improved rapid singularity 
searching algorithm which employees delta field Poincare index and a 
rapid classification algorithm to classify the fingerprints into 5 classes. 
The detection algorithm only searches the direction field which has the 
larger direction changes to get the singularities. Then a singularities 
detection post-processing method is used to increase the accuracy. The 
classification algorithm uses the delta direction and the singularities to 
partition the similar classes. The algorithms were tested on NIST-4 
database and got a good performance. 
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direction field  

I. INTRODUCTION 
mong all the biometric indicators, fingerprint has one 
of the highest levels of reliability and has been 
extensively used. In an automatic fingerprint 

identification system (AFIS), the goal is to find a match for a 
probe fingerprint in the database of enrolled prints, possibly 
numbering millions. Classification is used in an AFIS to reduce 
the size of the search space to fingerprints of the same class 
before attempting exact matching. It is very important to detect 
singularities (core and delta) accurately and reliably for 
classification and matching of fingerprints. See Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Sample of core and delta 
A number of approaches have been developed for 

singularities detection in  fingerprint classification. [1][2] select 
high curvature blocks as searching fields. In [3], minimum 
variance is employed to detect singularities. Nero network 
computing on direction field is introduced in [5]. All these 
approach get good performances, but these algorithms can’t 
justify whether the singularities exists in some position 
directly, and the complex post processing algorithms need to be 
used to get the final results.  

The approach represented in this paper is based on Poincare 
index which can search the singularities speedy and directly. In 
the direction field, counterclockwise rounding a singular point 
along a close curve will influence the following angle changes. 

The angle change will be 180  while the center of the curve is 

core, 180−  for delta and 0  for other points. We use this 
feature to search and detect the singularities. 

The paper will be arranged as follows. Section 2 is about the 
Poincare index. Section 3 introduced the singularities 
detection. Section 4 is about some postprocessing. Section 5 
describe the classification algorithm using the singularities. 
Section 6 gives the experimental results and the performance. 
We draw conclusion in section 7. 

II. POINCARE INDEX  

Poincare index is defined as: 
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'ο  respresents the direction field, and the Poincare index of 

point ),( ji  is defined as: 
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Define )(⋅xψ , 
)(⋅yψ

 as a close curve with ψ  pixels in an 
image, the Poincare index will be represented as: 
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III. SINGULARITIES DETECTION 
The singularities detection method will refer the following 

flow. 
1) compute the local direction of blocks with different size. 
Typically, only 8×8 and 16×16 blocks will be used. And the 

local direction will be 1θ  and 2θ . 
2) acquire the candidate field 
As the angle of candidate field exists singluarities will 

change biggish, so the difference of 1θ  and 2θ  will be higher. 
Use this feature, we can define: 

21 θθ −=d
                                                       (8) 

And a threshold is deined as θT .  We will only search the 

blocks while 0Td > . This will increase the detection speed. 
3) compute the Poincare index. 

0d  7d  6d  

1d  
),( ji

 5d  
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Figure 2. Poincare index chart 

See figure 2, in close curve 076543210 ddddddddd , the 
Poincare index equals: 
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4) singularities detection 
In section 1, we use the feature that the angle changes is 

180 , 180−  and 0  for core, delta and others,. See figure 
3. We will use this to detect the singularities. 

     normal points 

 delta point 

 core point 
Figure 3 angle changes and point 

We can get the relationship conclusions below. 
The relationship between angle changes and Poincare Index: 

If the angle changes equals 180 , the Poincare index is 
2/1 ; 

If the angle changes equals 180− , the Poincare index is 
2/1− ; 

If the angle changes equals 0 , the Poincare index is 0; 
So the points and their Poincare index is concluded as 

followed. 
Core: the Poincare index is 2/1 ; 
Delta: the Poincare index is 2/1− ; 
Others: the Poincare index is 0. 
Scanning the candidate blocks, we will get the singularities’ 

positions and numbers after computing their Poincare index. 

IV. POSTPROCESSING OF DETECTION 

The postprocessing step will eliminate the false 
singularities. The processing includes 3 steps: probability 
analysis of singularities,  Pocincare index computation with 
different circle curves, Neighborhood scan of the singularities.  

4.1 Probability analysis 
The core is more adjacent to the center of the fingerprint, so 

the probability function ),( jiPc  of the core is: 
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    But the ),( jiPc  can’t work properly for delta point, for 
the delta is not adjacent to the center and the quality of the 
fingerprint and the background is always low. So we employee 
the coherence parameter to compute the ),( jiP c  of delta. 
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4.2 Circle curves 
In our experiment, we always choose radius 3 and 5 to 

confirm there’s no other singularities in the close curve. Figure 
4 is the sketch map of close curve.  
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Figure 4 sketch map of close curve radius 3 and 5 

And the Poincare index of close curve 

076543210 ddddddddd  radius 3 is: 
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Similarly, the Poincare index of close curve 

015210 DDDDD …  radius 5 is: 
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Only when ),(),( 21 jiPoincarejiPoincare = , the 
singluar point detected is effective, otherwise, the point 
candidate will be deleted. 

4.3 Neighborhood scanning 
The algorithm is: 
① For every candidate singularities, save their coordinates 

and types, the type refers to core or delta. 
② Scanning along x-axis of every candidates. If there is any 

other candidate, go to step ③, else scanning the next candidate. 

③ If the types of the candidates in one  8-neighborhood are 
same, only the last one will be saved and the others will be 
marked false. If the types are not same, all the candidates will 
be marked false. 
④  While ending, eliminate all the false candidates and 

re-scan the image. 
    In the postprocessing step, the different circle curves will 

work first, and the neighborhood scanning follow. Using these 
two methods, the noise will be limited to a low level. The 
detection samples will be shown in section 7. 

 

V. CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM  

The singularity models of 6 fingerprint class are shown in 
Fig. 5. In brief, the arch has no singularity, the tented arch and 
the loop have one core and one delta, the whorl and the double 
loop have two cores and two deltas. We employ these to 
identify the different classes. 

         
Arch                  Tented arch              Left loop 

      
Right loop               Whorl                   Double loop 

Figure 5 Singularity models in 6 classes 
① Partition of arch and tented arch 
The images of arch class or tented arch class all have 2 

singularities: one core and one delta. We use position 
difference to separate them. See Fig. 6, the angle of line 
between core and delta in arch class is consistent with the local 
direction, and the angle in tented class makes a large separation 
angle with the delta field. We use this to separate these two 
class. 

β  is the slope of the line L  between core and the delta, 

na,...,, 21 αα  represent the local direction of the points in 

ridgeline and L . If 
∑

=

−
n

i
in 1

)sin(1 βα
 is less than a given 

threshold (always 0.2 in experiments), the image belongs to the 
arch class, else the image is in the tented arch class. 
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Figure 6 arch and tented arch 

② Partition of whorl and double loop 
The images of arch class or tented arch class all have 4 

singularities: two core points and two delta points, See Fig. 7. 
Here we use the similar method to separate these two classes. 
The only difference of method ① and ② is that the line L  in 

method ② is a line between two cores. 

β  is the slope of the line L  between the cores, 

na,...,, 21 αα  represent the local direction of the points in 

ridgeline and L . If 
∑

=

−
n

i
in 1

)sin(1 βα
 is less than a given 

threshold, the image belongs to the whorl, else the image is in 
the double loop class. 

 

 
Figure 7 arch and tented arch 

③ Partition of left loop and right loop 
The algorithm is: moving along the local direction from the 

core, if the delta stays left, the image belongs to the left loop 
class, else it’s in the right loop class. More accurately, points B, 
C, D represent the boundary point, the core and the delta. The 
algorithm is: moving along the local direction from point C 
towards B. See Fig. 8. 

 

 
Figure 8 left loop and right loop 
Here we use a ridgeline tracing method to get point B. 

The starting point ),( 00 yx  is the core
),( yx CC

. 

The next point ( )11 , yx  is computed by this: 
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Finally, the last point in the border block is the point B. 
While we get the point B, we compute the following 

formula. 

))(())(( yxyyyyxx CDCBCDCBT −−−−−=
             (14) 

If 0>T , the image belongs to the left loop class, else the 
image belongs to the right loop class. 

 

VI. EXPERIMENTS  

Figure 9 is a sample of singularities detection in NIST4. 

  arch 
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Left loop                 Right loop 

   
Whorl                doule loop 
Figure 9 A detection sample 

In figure 9, rectangle represents the core, and triangle stands 
for delta. From this sample, the singularites are accurate. 

Table 1 shows the performance of classification on NIST4, 
the performance based on the singular searching algorithm in 
this paper and a ridgeline classification algorithm. 

Table 1 Classification Performance 
Real classes  
arch tented 

 arch 
left 
loo

p 

righ
t 

loop 

whor
l 

arch 921 17 6 9 0 
tented 
arch 

5 563 21 16 3 

left 
loop 

5 24 828 7 18 

right 
loop 

4 8 7 752 14 

whorl 0 2 3 6 761 
 

Table2 classification performance 
 arch tented 

arch 
left 
loop 

righ
t 

loop 

whorl 

Perf. 
% 

98.5 91.7 95.7 95.2 95.6 

Avg
. 

95.6% 

From table1 and table 2, we can see this classification 
method works well especially on arch class and the 
classification accuracy is comfortable. 

VII. CONCLUSION  
In this article, we introduce a improved singularities 

detection algorithm, which can searching the singularities more 
accurately and rapidly constration with other algorithms in 
section 1. The experiments performance on NIST4 is satisfied 
too. But the relationship formula in section 3 is too simple, and 
this will partly influence the accurcy. The further work will 
improve this. 
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